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THE POWER OF THE 
STARS
How Nuclear Fusion Could Power the Future
Fossil Fuels
Coal, oil, and natural gas supply 
the bulk of society’s energy at 
present.
All are finite, and cannot 
realistically be manufactured.
Burning hydrocarbons releases 
greenhouse gases (CO2 being the 
prime offender)
Fossil fuels are non-sustainable, 
both environmentally and 
logistically.
Image Credit:http://wal-lab.com/petroleum/
The Energy Crisis
■ Through renewable energy research, efforts have been made 
to improve the situation, but do not supply enough 
consistent power to satisfy the current demand.
■ Global energy demand is expected to double by 2050. 
■ The Earth’s fossil fuel supply is finite, and nearing depletion
■ A new, renewable, high-output energy source is urgently 
needed.
Alternative Energy?
■ Solar – only functions efficiently during the day; relies on energy 
storage technology that doesn’t currently exist
■ Wind – Relies on the construction of huge numbers of free-standing 
turbines, and shares solar energy’s problem of not operating 
consistently
■ Geothermal – Relies on direct access to Earth’s mantle; impractical 
except in regions of high volcanic activity
■ None of these offer the consistent, high-yield energy supply that Earth 
needs.
Nuclear Fission – 
A Temporary 
Solution
Nuclear fission produces the majority 
of the world’s “clean” energy.
Approximately 6 million times more 
energy produced per unit mass than 
coal
Energy is produced by splitting heavy 
atomic nuclei
No greenhouse gas emissions
Advanced Test Reactor Core – Argonne National Laboratory
Image credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/35734278@N05/3954062594/
Nuclei and 
Isotopes
Hydrogen (1H)
Deuterium (2H)
Tritium 
(3H)
Nucleus – The internal core of an atom, 
composed of protons and neutrons, 
orbited by electrons
Isotope – A variation of a nucleus with 
a different number of neutrons.
Differentiated by a specific number.
Usually have identical chemical properties
The “atomic mass” of an element is the 
average of its isotopic masses.
Example Isotopes: Hydrogen
Fission 
Reactions
(1 MeV)
Certain heavy isotopes (i.e. 235U) break 
apart when destabilized by an incoming 
projectile (a neutron)
The nucleus splits into fission products, 
and releases excess nuclear binding 
energy.
Some fission processes, such as 235U, 
emit additional neutrons. This can be 
used to create a self-sustaining chain 
reaction.
Problems 
with Fission 
Energy
235U is a rare isotope of uranium, and is a 
very limited resource
The heat of the reactor must be carefully 
regulated with cooling infrastructure
Loss of temperature control can result in 
catastrophic failure, as with the 
Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Facility, 2011.
Waste products from normal operation and 
“fallout” from disasters can persist for 
thousands of years
Image Credit : Nevada Nuclear Security Administration
The Solution: 
Fusion Power
At extremely high temperatures (over 106°C), 
gases convert to plasma. In this state, atomic 
nuclei separate from their electrons and are 
able to undergo fusion.
Atomic nuclei freely collide and merge into 
different elements
Leftover binding energy is released, as with 
fission, but typically in much larger amounts
This is the same process that generates 
energy in stars.
These conditions can be created terrestrially 
with powerful magnetic containment fields
MAST Tokamak Core (timelapse)
Image Credit: Culham Centre for Fusion Energy
The Tokamak
Toroidal (doughnut-shaped) containment 
chamber holds fusion plasma
Superheated plasma is contained and 
compressed by superconducting magnets
Tokamaks typically operate in short pulses, only 
a few seconds long.
 - Steady-state versions are possible
Fusion occurs when optimal temperature is 
achieved
If the reactor fails, containment will be lost, and 
plasma will revert back to harmless gas.
Catastrophic failure on the scale of fission 
disasters is virtually impossible
Model Tokamak: 
The ITER
International Experimental 
Thermonuclear Reactor
“Iter;” Latin for “journey,” or 
“the way.”
One of the most advanced 
tokamaks in the world
Maximum pulse time is 
approx. 300 seconds.
Cross-Section of the ITER Tokamak
Image Credit: https://www.iter.org/mach
FUSION FUELS
Power versus Efficiency
Characteristics of Good Fusion Fuels
■ Light, abundant elements are ideal
■ The heavier the element, the higher the temperature needed 
to initiate fusion, due to stronger electromagnetic 
interactions between nuclei
■ Hydrogen, Helium, Lithium, etc. are all examples of potential 
fusion fuels.
Extracting 
Energy
Energy of fusion reactions can be 
expressed in a variety of ways
Sometimes energy is released thermally, 
sometimes as kinetic energy of the reaction 
products.
Most practical reactions generate only 
Helium-4 as a waste product
Hydrogen Isotopes:
■ Making up some of the lightest elements, 
Hydrogen is ideal for “easy” fusion.
■ Unfortunately, most combinations produce too 
little energy to be worth using.
■ Deuterium and Tritium, however…
The D-T 
Fusion 
Reaction
 
 
(17.7 MeV)
Deuterium and Tritium collide and 
fuse to produce 4He and eject a 
neutron.
The majority of the reaction’s energy 
(roughly 14 MeV) manifests as the 
kinetic energy of the neutron.
This energy is converted to a usable 
form with “neutron blankets” 
containing 9Be and Li metal.
The Benefits of D-T Fuel
■ Deuterium is easily sourced from sea water, and tritium can be 
produced by irradiating deuterium with neutrons (can be done in a 
fission reactor core).
■ The reaction produces a large amount of energy for its relatively low 
fusion temperature (~100-150x106°C)
■ The carrier of the reaction’s energy output is a neutron – no energy is 
lost to electromagnetic forces.
■ Neutron kinetic energy can be converted directly to electric current 
very efficiently (as high as 48%), eliminating the need for conventional 
steam turbines and their inherent energy losses.
Issues with D-T Fuel
■ Tritium is extremely rare in nature, and therefore must be actively 
produced, which requires fission infrastructure or similar.
■ As a Hydrogen isotope, Tritium is extremely flammable. This issue is 
compounded by the violent exothermal reaction of the lithium neutron 
blanket with air.
■ Tritium is also radioactive; it decays by β- process into stable 3He. This 
makes it hazardous to work with, and potentially harmful to delicate 
machinery
■ - Tritiated water vapor (T2O) and tritium gas are serious health hazards, 
capable of causing severe lung damage if inhaled.
An Alternative?
■ Tritium’s natural decay product, 3He, also shows promise as 
a fusion fuel
■ 3He is an extremely rare isotope of helium
■ It has a similar nuclear structure to tritium
■ D- 3He fusion mechanism is also similar to D-T.
■ Many fusion reactions involving 3He produce more energy 
than D-T.
Producing Helium
■ Natural 3He is very rare (0.000137% abundance).
■ It is produced as the sole decay product of tritium, with a half-life of 12.3 years.
■ Any infrastructure that produces tritium also produces 3He.
■ This is the only known way to produce it.
■ This process, while possible, is inconvenient and expensive for minimal payoff.
■ If only there was a better way…
An Alternative Source of Helium-3
Concept art for Lunar Surface 
Mining Machines
Credit: https://room.eu.com/news/jaxa-signs-an-agreement-for-the-development-and-creation-of-a-lunar-mining-industry
■ 3He is a natural (albeit minor) 
component of solar wind.
■ Over time, the dust on the surface of 
the Moon has accumulated 
substantial reserves of 3He.
■ Mining lunar regolith could be a 
potential source of the rare gas 
isotope.
■ This is also an excellent excuse to 
build a permanent moon base.
Benefits of 3He
■ Very large energy production per fusion event 
(approximately 18 MeV). 1 kg of 3He can ideally produce 
roughly 6x105 GJ of energy.
■ Safety is not a concern: 3He is neither radioactive nor 
combustible like tritium.
■ Theoretically renewable for the lifetime of the Sun.
■ In 3He-3He  fusion, energy is released thermally – neutron 
radiation damage is not a concern.
…and the Disadvantages
■ Harvesting relies on extraterrestrial infrastructure.
■  It may be unrealistically expensive and impractical to 
produce from tritium decay.
■ 3He requires a much higher temperature to fuse than D-T, 
and therefore offers an lower overall energy output.
■ Direct conversion to electricity is not possible without 
high-energy neutron emissions.
■ Has potential to be a second-generation fuel
Final Thoughts
■ In the course of only a few decades, fusion technology has advanced from an 
impossible dream to a promising candidate for solving the energy crisis
■ Lessons learned from the ITER project will be applied to the next generation – a 
steady-state tokamak called AIRES
■ Only our technology currently limits us from achieving self-sustaining fusion
■ The Sun is conspicuous proof that creating energy from fusion reactions is possible
■ It’s only a matter of time and effort until we can power our world with our very own 
miniature stars.
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